What do doughnuts, squirrels, and dancing the
tango have in common with the working world?
Find out as Karel Murray, CSP, brings the business
relevance you need - the humor you want - to your event.

Reality Has Never Been So Much Fun!

“

Informative, insightful, and most of all, fun –
this is how I would describe Karel Murray’s
programs and presentation style. Karel is
excellent at connecting with her audience and
sharing her knowledge in a way that is both
very relatable and extremely entertaining.
Wherever you seek to go with your team, Karel
can design and deliver a program that will
help you get there!

”

Kristen Berchtold
Women in Leadership Illinois

What Can You Expect from Karel?
•

Content. Up-to-date, information rich
presentations customized to YOUR specifications.

•

Laughter and Great Stories. Laugh out loud
funny moments only Karel can deliver.

•

Reaction and Interaction. Responsive and sincere,
Karel connects with her audience.

•

Focus and Motivation. On track, active learning
and inspiration with sticking power.

•

Ease. Personal, professional, top-notch service…
Karel is known for it!

“

Karel Murray, CSP

Karel presented to 450 Long and Foster professionals. She kept them engaged
from start to finish. The audience consisted of brand new to multi-million dollar
real estate sales people. Her action packed presentation had them asking
for more. Her content was relevant to the current market and beyond. Every
feedback response from the attendees was positive and thankful to Long &
Foster for having Karel as our keynote speaker at the annual event.

Dan Early, VP, Long & Foster Real Estate, Inc.

”

Helping You Build Your Foundation of Expertise ...
One Story at a Time.
General Session Options

Business Engagement Programs

The Great and Powerful Ah!: Think Forward
and Get Remarkable - What if fear of failure
keeps you pinned down? What does it mean to be
“remarkable”? Join Karel as she delivers her most
requested keynote as she explores the world of reality
shows, living large and how we, as individuals, can have
the courage to ignite the “remarkable” in ourselves.

Get a Grip! Finding Your Balance Without
Losing It - This fast-paced, content-packed
presentation identifies the influences that create chaos
and stress in our daily lives. Get real life suggestions on
examining change, motivation, personal accountability,
stress survival, time management and how to diagnose
your “stumbling blocks.”

Does Your Business Have Bounce?
Connecting and Closing in a Changing Market
A business with “bounce” is planned, branded and
marketed with your core values and profitability in mind.
In this information-packed session, you will learn how to
create a solid marketing identity and strategic action plan.

There’s No Such Thing as a One Person
Tango: The Art of Effective Communication
Effectively connecting with others (and prevent
“stepping on toes”) is the single best communication
skill you can develop! Enhance your interactive style
and ability to decode signals by attending this fun and
fascinating session. After all, it takes two to tango . . . or
to communicate and collaborate.

Brokerage Revolution: Straight Talk for
Managers - Brokerage Revolution is about how
to be that exceptional leader, coach, strategist, and
business person who is willing to be the heart of
an organization and truly move it to the next level.
Through collaboration and experience, you can be a
central element in fanning the flames of excellence
within yourself and your brokerage team.

About Karel Murray

A recognized leader, a published author, a top producing
salesperson, a successful entrepreneur and a high skilled
business manager …
Meet Karel Murray, Certified Speaking Professional.

“

Karel’s common sense approach, real life examples
and enthusiasm allowed her to engage with our
management team immediately. Our time together
flew by and we have the foundation of knowledge
that will compel us to be successful in the future.

”

Gary Pyle, Principal Financial Group

A humorist with the uncanny ability
to connect, motivate and educate
groups just like yours, Karel builds a
foundation of memorable messages
that has lasting impact.
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